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Facebook is an online representation of  
the connections we have in real life. 

Personal Home Page



User profile

Public profile

Public profile

A profile is any individual’s online 
representation of self. Through their 
profiles, people share details about 
their interests, activities and even 
contact information. Tools on the site 

allow users to share photos, videos and links, as well 
as create events, form common interest groups,  
and much more. These components make Facebook  
a dynamic environment where people exchange  
content and share information on everything from 
politics and pop culture to weekend plans.  



Stream Column 
The stream shows users all 
posts from their connections in 
real-time. This keeps the user 
up-to-date on everything that is 
happening in their world. 

Highlights Column 
The Highlights column features 
photos, events, notes and other 
content that is most relevant to 
users. Stories are surfaced from 
an algorithm based on users’ 
friends interactions.

It’s easy to share and receive information  
on Facebook.  

The Facebook home page displays content that  
the users’ connections share and engage with.

Composer 
Publish your status, photos, 
notes and more into the 
stream. Posts show up both 
in your profile, and on your 
friends’ home pages. 
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Facebook offers free, extended reach through  
socially generated impressions. A socially 
generated impression is an impression that was 
generated by, and refers to, engagement with 
Facebook content (including ads) by a friend. 

Users return everyday to look at and interact  
with their connections’ new content. A 
captivating photo, video, link or post—whether 
user-generated or professionally produced—has 
an enormous lifecycle as a result of other users  
re-posting, commenting and “liking” content 
directly from stories that appear on their  
home page.
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Facebook Engagement ads have high action rates. 
What’s more, socially generated impressions from 
Engagement ads yield even higher action rates. All 
5 Facebook Engagement ads (Video Comment, Fan, 
Virtual Gift, Event and Poll) have higher action rates 
than the industry average CTR of 0.15%.

Facebook Engagement ads action rate

Facebook Engagement ads action rate 
based on internal data, March 2009.

0.15% 



Facebook provides an opportunity for brands to have 
sustained and authentic relationships with users 
through Facebook Pages and organic distribution  
of branded content with social actions. This gives 
brands an increasing connection value at a declining 
cost per touch. 
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Facebook provides sophisticated delivery metrics on 
socially generated impressions, action rates (also broken 
out by type of engagement), connection value and brand 
lift with their campaign reports.  
  
Facebook Research Polls (Beta) measure the impact of  
a campaign’s message on the awareness and perception 
of users. 

insights tool dashboard

facebook research poll

why facebook?





Engagement ads allow users to engage with ads in the 
same way they interact with other content on Facebook, 
without leaving their home page on Facebook. When a 
user takes an action within an Engagement ad, it sparks 
organic sharing through the home page to the user’s 
friends, giving advertisers viral impressions 

Video commenting Poll

Event

Become a fan

Virtual gift



A reach block is an efficient way to 
serve impressions to as many users (in 
your specified target) as possible. Once 
a user sees the Engagement ad 5 times 
(the frequency cap), they will not  

see that advertisement anymore, and your remaining 
impressions reach other users in the target  



Reach the exact audience you want with Facebook 
targeting. The Facebook targeting spectrum ranges 
from broad reach demographic and geographic pref-
erences like networks and colleges to more granular 
and specific profile interests. 

demo & geo targeting

category targeting

keyword interests


